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Many beautiful color variations

The Platy is considered
the color king of the live-bearer
fishes! It is one of the best beginner fish and is excellent for
community aquariums!
The Platy or Moonfish,
Xiphophorous maculatus and
the Variegated Platy or Variatus Platy, Xiphophorous variatus are a short stocky fish lacking the extended tail fin or
"sword" of their close relative,
the Swordtail Xiphophorous
helleri. These bright colored
fish can be kept in a smaller
tank than the Swordtail and are
more peaceful, active, and
hardy. They are also dependably prolific.
Although nowadays the
platies have been interbred
with themselves and with
swordtails to the point where it
is now hard to separate species.
Originally there were two com-

and hybrids have been produced. Platies cross easily with
each other and with other Xiphophorous species, thus a wide variety of popular platies are available today.
An aquarium best suited
to the platies is well lit with
plants. Like all livebearers, they
do like a bit of salt though it is
not necessary. The plants should
be loosely arranged for the Platy
or Moonfish and densely
planted with open swimming
areas for the Variegated Platy or
Variatus Platy. Have
some floating plants
for the fry to hide,
though Platies don't
eat their fry other
community
tankmates will.
The male platies won't show their
colors until they are
mature and they
will show best if the

aquarium is kept at the cooler
end of their temperature range.
Care
and
feeding:
These fish are considered omnivorous as the Platy or Moonfish and the Variegated Platy or
Variatus Platy will generally
eat all kinds of live, fresh, and
flake foods. But they have a
very high herbivorous requirement, and their diet needs to
include lots of algae and other
vegetation. Feed brine shrimp
(either live or frozen), tubifex,
or blood worms as a treat. They
will enjoy the proteins but they
must also have a vegetation
diet.
Distribution:
The Platy or
Moonfish Xiphophorous maculatus are found on the Atlantic
coast of Mexico and Guatamala, and northern Honduras.
cont’d on page 4
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President’s Message
Condolences are being sent out to Jim and Margaret Kelly on the passing of Margaret’s Father
Claire Kraft, who passed away on January 10th. On January 17th, one of our members, Margaret Gregg
passed away. Margaret is Annette’s Mom and Les Gregg’s wife. She battled cancer for over 2 years and
she will be greatly missed. Some of you may remember her from the auctions. She and Les hosted the
annual BBQ at their home in Dorchester last summer. We would like to thank all of the members who
sent their condolences or came to the visitation, it meant a lot.
Wishes for a speedy recovery go out to Steve Gregson. Steve had an operation on his knee last
week. Also a speedy recovery to Dorothy Reimer’s son Arthur, who had surgery last week.
The speaker for January was Bob Wright and he did a presentation about the American Livebearer Association. I enjoyed the evening and did learn a lot about the ALA. I would like to go to the convention and pick up some of those rare livebearers.
The guest speaker for February will be Jerry Draper. He has been in the hobby for many years.
Jerry is the owner of the Tropical Fish Room in Brantford, he is also a Judge and Auctioneer. Jerry has
knowledge on many topics from filtration to fish breeding. His presentation will be both educational and
entertaining.
The fish show for February will be in Gouramis and Paradise Fish and Bettas and Open Class and
the Open Class for Plants. The auction will be there as usual.
Happy Valentines Day & Be Nice to your Honey

Ron
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit
organization, established in June 1956. Its main
objective is to promote interest in breeding and
raising tropical fish and also to provide a means
through which hobbyists may exchange ideas,
gain information and display their fish, sharing
them in the public in the London Area.
Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10 issues of our Newsletter. Articles in this publication may be reprinted provided full credit is
given to the Author, the London Aquaria Society and 2 copies of the published bulletin or
magazine in which the article appears, is to be
mailed to:

Please Support
Southwestern Pet Centre
1641 Dundas Street
(New Location Dundas &
Saskatoon)
London, Ontario
They support us!!!

London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, Ontario N5W 1A3
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Platies MoonFish
Cont’d from front page

It was first introduced in 1907. They were often called
"Moonfish" because of a crescent shaped dark spot at the base of
their tail, especially on the yellow colored ones.
The Variegated Platy or Variatus Platy Xiphophorous variatus
are found in southern Mexico from Rio Panuco to Rio Cazones.
It was identified in 1904 but not introduced into the hobby until
1932. They were an immediate hit and become one of the best
liked livebearers.
There is also a very sensitive species called the Swordtail Platy Xiphophorous xiphidium in which
the male has a short sword. This delicate platy is rather rare and not seen much in the hobby.
So many beautiful color variations and hybrids have been produced, it is difficult to find the purebred original strains. Today pure breds are the exception rather than the rule and their colors vary
depending on the waters they originated from.
Popular varieties developed from the Platy or Moonfish: The solid colored fish include the very
popular Red Platy or Coral Platy which will be either a deep blood red or a brick red and the Golden
Platy which has an all over bright yellow color.
The term "Moonfish" is applied when the fish have a specific color along with a black crescent shaped dot on the tail fin, these include the Red Moon, Blue Moon (Blue Platy), and the Gold
Moon (Gold Crescent).
The term "Wagtail" is applied when the
fish have a specific color along with black on the
tail, these include The Red Wagtail Platy, the
Gold Wagtail Platy, the Black Wagtail Platy, and
the Mixed Wagtail Platy.

PET PARADISE
SUPERSTORE

Locally Owned & Operated Since 1995
LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF PUPPIES,
KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH, AND SMALL ANIMALS

The term "Tuxedo" is applied when the
Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
fish have a specific color along with a black colGreat Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
oration below the lateral line from the gill to the
Pets Always Welcome!
tail, these include the Black Platy often called the
Black Tuxedo or Green Tuxedo and has a green- RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND
SUPPLIES WHEN YOU PRESENT
ish body.
The Salt-and-Pepper Platy is mixed with
a bit of all the colors and it breeds these colors
true, the Mixed Platy has various colors with no
particular pattern and it doesn't breed true.

YOUR AQUARIA SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP CARD.

Our Store Hours:
Mon-Fri……….9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
Saturday..…….9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
Popular varieties developed from the Varie- Sunday……...11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.

gated or Variatus Platy: Redtail Platy varieties
519-432-1600
have a tail that is bright red. The Yellowtail
1080 Adelaide St. North
Platy varieties will have a yellow tail fin.
cont’d on page 5
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Platy Moonfish
cont’d from page 4

The Sunset Platy varieties have a tail with more than a single color but with yellow being prominent, though they are also
called this when they have yellow dorsal fin and a red tail fin.
In the Rainbow Platy varieties the tail has multiple colors
with no one color being prominent.
The Hawaii Platy has an entirely black body with a yellow dorsal fin and red tail fin.
The Marigold Platy is yellow on the dorsal fin and top of the body with the lower half and the tail
fin being orange.
Other popular varieties include the Comet Platy, Gold Twinbar Platy, Sunset Fire Platy, Blue
Mirror Platy, Two-Spot Platy where there are two small dots at the top and bottom where the tailfin
begins and the similar Mickey Mouse Platy where the two small dots have a large dark spot in the
middle, Half-moon Platy, and Bleeding-heart Platy.
Many characteristics including special finnage such as Topsails, Sailfins, Hifins, and Plumetails
or Brushtails come from Swordtail cross breeding.
Size - Weight:
The Platy or Moonfish females get up to 2.5 inches (7 cm) males are somewhat
smaller at 2.0 inches (6 cm). The Variegated Platy or Variatus Platy females can get up to 3 inches (9
cm) with males again, somewhat smaller.
Social Behaviors: They are an excellent community fish that is very peaceful, and does not look for
trouble with other tankmates.
Sexual Differences: The female is larger and generally rather plain, though in many of the fancy
platies today they have more color. The male has a gonopodium. It is difficult to sex platies until
they are mature as the male does not attain his coloration until then.
Water Region: Top, Middle, Bottom: These fish will swim in all areas of the aquarium.
Acceptable Water Conditions: Hardness: 15-30° dGH
Ph: 7.0 to 8.3
Temp: 59-77° F (15-25° C)
Breeding/Reproduction: The Platy or
Moonfish and the Variegated Platy or
Variatus Platy will readily reproduce in
the aquarium. See the description of how
to breed livebearers in Breeding Freshwater Fish - Livebearers.
Availability:
The Platy or Moonfish
and the Variegated Platy or Variatus
Platy is readily available.
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Caring for Your New Clown Knife Fish
The inside scoop from Aqualand on Notopterus chitala
http://aqualandpetsplus.com/Knife,%20Clown.htm
Origin: Thailand, Malaysia, Borneo, Sumatra
Housing:
Larger the better
Temperature: Prefers 75 to 85o
Foods: Loves live foods

Maximum Size: 18 inches (3 feet in the wild)
Security: Loves planted aquaria and caves
Attitude: Big eater. Jumper when scared.
Water:
Prefers pH around neutral. Add salt.

Origins: In Southeast Asia where clown knife fishes come
from, they grow to three feet long – eating size. They regard
them as a menu item. You could eat yours also, but the cost
per pound will kill your appetite.
Name Origin: “Noto” means back. “Pterus” means feather.
Also called feather backs, the clown knife fishes keep their
feather-back name in Latin. The “clown” part comes from
their usually circular dot pattern. The dots increase with age
(and size).
Water Conditions: Although they come from soft acid water originally, clowns adapt to most water conditions. Just keep their water clean -- not always easy as they eat huge amounts.
Appeal: Some aquarists like clown knife fish for their unusual shape and swimming practices. They even
swim backwards. Others like them for their huge appetites.
Size: In aquariums, you rarely see clown knife fish larger than 18 inches. They grow double that size in
the wild (where they get more room and food).
Jumpers: Yes, they jump. Keep them well covered. Put weights on top of the lids of the big ones. Otherwise, they’ll knock their lids off. One key jumping time – when you turn on their lights. A cover of floating
plants helps a lot. It discourages jumping and reduces the light. Clown knife fish prefer darker tanks. They
cruise in the twilight times.
Schoolers: Clown knife fish school when
small. Larger ones get territorial and start
whomping on other knife fish. They get
along fairly well with other larger fishes.
If picked on, they pick back – especially at
night.
Breeding: Forget it.
Foods: Unless you can provide live foods
at first, don’t start with these guys. Guppies, goldfish, and California blackworms
work best at first. Clown knife fish convert to plankton and krill as they grow
older. Try different foods because they do
adapt to a variety of victuals.

11 Frank Street
Strathroy, Ont.
N7G 2R2
519-245-0721

Hours of Operation
Monday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.—7:00 p.m.
Friday
10:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m.

Gravel Choice: Darker gravels help keep
their tank lighting subdued.
Saturday
cont’d on page 7 10:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m
London Aquaria Society
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Caring for Your New Clown Knife Fish
cont’d from page 6

Tank Mates: You can mix clown knife fish with equal-sized non-violent American cichlids. If you mix
them with territorial cichlids, expect lots of fights. Actually, we’ve had these guys beat up much larger oscars. They whup ’em at night, when the lights go off. We had one gentleman tell us his arowanas kept dying. Seems he kept putting his new arowanas in with his big clown knife. Not a fair fight.
Plants: Add some grassy plants such as Vallisneria or Sagittarius to make them feel more at home. Even
plastic plants help. Clown knife fish leave your plants and gravel alone – unlike most other large fishes.
Hiding Places: Give them some caves to hide in. They want to stay out of the light during the day. At the
very least, toss in some pieces of PVC pipe. Clown knife fish need these hideouts the most when they’re
small.
Eyeballs: When you look at their eyeballs (which turn white with age), they look blind. Relax. They’re not
blind. Drop a goldfish near them and you’ll see
them prove it. Clown knife fish can even find
food in the dark.
Disease: When using any medications, use
them carefully. The clowns’ sensitive skin
makes them susceptible to the dye treatments.
Filtration: Clown knife fish like clean water.
Do not overfeed. Add snails to clean up the excess. Change their water weekly or more often.
Last Word. Remember that these guys grow
large.
Listening to Electric Fish
At your local tropical fish store, you can find a particularly wonderful creature called an Elephant
Nose fish, or more properly, Gnathonemus petersii, a member of the Mormyrid family.
Besides the obvious visual interest of the animal, there is another fascinating aspect to it -- it
emits pulses of electricity into the water, with which it locates food, other fish, and potential
mates.
It is easy to listen in on these electrical signals with simple inexpensive equipment, such as a piezoelectric earphone, or a small amplifier.
A piezoelectric earphone is a simple device I have described earlier (in the crystal radio section.
You can get them at Radio Shack in their crystal radio kits, or you can get them from our catalog.
They are very sensitive to small electrical signals, and so they are perfect for detecting the electrical signals from the Elephant Nose fish, and converting them into sound you can hear.
To listen in on the fish, simply put one wire
from the earphone into the water at one side
of the fish tank, and the other wire into the
water at the other side of the fish tank, and
put the earphone up to your ear.
cont’d on page 9
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Best In Show
Name
Bob Steele

Name

Month
January

Fish Name

Gift Certificate Sponsor

Scalare Angel fish Pterophyllum scalare

Month

Big Al's Aquarium Services

Fish Name

Ribbon

James Kelly

January

Guppys and Swordtails male, Red Swordtail (Xiphophorus hellerii)

Red

Bob Steele

January

Guppys and Swordtails female, Red Swordtail (Xiphophorus helleri)

Blue

Lloyd Swance

January

Guppys and Swordtails female, Red Guppy (Poecilia reticulata)

White

Lloyd Swance

January

Guppys and Swordtails male, Red Swordtail (Xiphophorus hellerii)

Bob Steele

January

Guppys and Swordtails female, Red Swordtail (Xiphophorus helleri)

Bob Steele

January

Open

Scalare Angel fish (Pterophyllum scalare)

Red

Bob Steele

January

Open

Armoured Hoplo Catfish (Megalechis picta)

Blue

James Kelly

January

Open

Endlers Livebearer (Poecilia wingei)

White

Nancy Eggelton

January

Open

Male fancy Guppy (Poecilia reticulata)

White

Name

Month

James Kelly

January

Plant Name
open

Ribbon

Anubius nana

Red

I Had No Idea!!!!
I was listening to Dr. Oz the other day and the topic was on
eyes and what the best vegetable was for them. Of course,
most of the audience, including myself said carrots, but no, Dr.
Oz said that was a myth. It seems that the English love their
carrots and during the war between Germany and England,
the English would send out radio waves on how they were
able to see the German war
planes due to all the carrots they ate. This way, it is said, the Germans wouldn’t find out that they had radar and that was the real
reason why they were able to see their planes. Who Knew!!!! :)
A Very Special Guest
I’m always so happy to see young people show up at our meetings
and at our last meeting, we had a very handsome young man
named Brayden Baumgarten join us, along with his Mom & Dad. I
was especially happy to see that beautiful little smile on his face
when his Father Karl was bidding on some new fish. Thanks Brayden, I hope you come to visit us again.
Hugs, Lorraine
London Aquaria Society
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Listening to Electric Fish
Cont’d from page 7

If the fish is sitting still, the electrical pulses will be infrequent. But as the fish moves around, it
increases the frequency of the pulses, until it is almost a buzz. It does this because as it moves
faster, it needs more information about its surroundings in order to navigate. It uses the pulses
like radar, to avoid obstacles, to find food, to avoid predators, and to locate other members of its
species.
To enable an entire room to hear the electric fish, you need an amplifier. A stero system or boombox usually has an auxilliary input or phonograph input that you can use. Simply plug in a cable,
and place the two wires in the tank like we did for the earphone.
In the photo below, I used a Radio Shack battery powered amplifier, which is small and easy to
carry to a fish store. The amplifier is the Radio Shack part
number 277-1008.
A plug goes into the input jack, and two alligator clips connect the wires from the plug to two bare copper wires running into the water on the left and right sides of the tank.
The fish has been temprarily placed in a tiny tank to make
photographing it easier. This tank is much too small to
keep the fish in for more than about an hour.
With the amplifier, an entire room can easily hear the
clicks and buzzes of the fish as it reacts to the environment.
The Nature of the Signal: With an oscilloscope or a computer sound card, we can capture the signal and look at a picture of it. The graph below is a snapshot of a bit of fast burst from the fish as it darted around the tank.
By simply putting a microphone up to
A closeup view of a single pulse is shown
the amplifier you can capture the
sounds to a computer sound card and
examine the graphs in detail. The
graphs on this page were captured with
an expensive oscilloscope, and then
graphed with a spreadsheet program
on a computer, but you don't need expensive equipment to get similar results. A sound card is more than enough to get all the details at these frequencies.

London Aquaria Society
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Listening to Electric Fish
cont’d from page 9

The mormyromasts are the organs that detect
the echoes of the electric organ discharge.
They are what enable the fish to navigate in
murky water and find prey.
The knollenorgans detect the electric organ
discharge of other elephant nose fish, and
thus aid in communication and finding mates.

Electric Catfish
The ampullary receptors measure the low frequency electric fields emitted by other aquatic animals. Similar ampullary receptors are used by
catfish and sharks.
Fish are very sensitive to tiny amounts of pollutants in their environment. In some towns in Germany, the elephant nose fish is used to detect very small amounts of lead and trichloroethylene in
the city's water supply. Because the electric discharges are so easy to detect and monitor with a
computer, this method is cheaper than chemical tests, and can be done continuously. The number
of discharges per minute drops off measurably when the levels of either pollutant rises, even at
levels far below those considered dangerous.
Other Electric Fish: Some of the better known electric fish are the South American electric eel
Electrophorus electricus, and the African electric catfish Malopterurus electricus. Another famous
electric fish is the Mediteranean electric ray Torpedo torpedo. There is also an electric catfish
from China, the Parasilurus asota. These are large fish with powerful electric discharge organs.
They use the electric discharge to stun their prey and deter predators.
Other electric fish are more like the elephant nose fish, where the electric discharge is very
small, and used for navigation and communication.
In the same family of fish (called mormyriform fish) as the elephant nose are several other species, such as Pollimyrus isidori, Gymnarchus niloticus, and Brienomyrus
brachyistius.
Another family of weakly electric fish
are the South American gymnotoid fish,
such as Hypopomus artedi, Sternopygus,
and Eigenmannia. While Hypopomus produces pulses like the elephant nose fish,
the others produce pure continuous sine
waves.

For electric fish Jean-Luc and his girlfriend Daisy, cultural differences often proved difficult to overcome.
London Aquaria Society

The South American gymnotoid fish Eigenmannia virescens (the Glass Knifefish), Apteronotus leptorhynchus (the
Brown Ghost Knife fish), and Apteronotus albifrons (the Black Ghost Knife fish)
are easy to find in tropical fish stores.
They are all of the continuous sine wave
type, rather than the pulse type.
Page 10

Cichlasoma scitulum sp.nov.
http://www.pecescriollos.de/go/cichlasoma-scitulum
Stephen and I had some difficulty in trying to find information on Australoheros scitulus “Paso
Pache”. We found information on Australoheros scitulus but not “Paso Pache”, which I suspect is
the place where this fish was found. There is other information out there but this one made the
most sense to me. Thanks for the help Bob. :)
New species: ‚Cichlasoma’ scitulum Rican & Kullander, 2003
Type locality: Uruguay, Departamento Colonia, Río de La Plata basin, Río Rosario drainage, Arroyo Colla, 500 m upstream from mouth into Río Rosario, upstream Paso Arballo (34°19’07”S 59°
20’13”W); Holotype NRM 36647 (male, 88.5 mm SL)
Distribution in Argentina: Province of Entre Rios, Colón, Río Uruguay basin, Arroyo EL Palmar,
200 m upstream from crossing road RN 14 (31°53’55”S 58°19’55”W); Paratypes NRM 33048 + 39814
Remarks: A new species from the ‘Cichlasoma’-facetum-group, which still lacks a new generic name
since taken out from Cichlasoma by Kullander in 1983.
Published in: Rican, O. & S. Kullander (2003): ‚Cichlasoma’ scitulum: A new species of cichlid fish
from the Río de La Plata region in Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay. Copeia 2003 (4): 794-802
Abstract (from publication): 'Cichlasoma’ scitulum, new species, is described from the Río Rosario
drainage in the Río de La Plata region of Uruguay, and from
lower Río Uruguay tributaries in Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil. It is easily distinguished from the other two species of the
‘Cichlasoma’-facetum-group in meristic and coloration characters. ‘Cichlasoma’ scitulum has the highest anal-fin spine counts
of the three species and it is also characterized by having black
-spotted dorsal, anal and caudal fins and flanks and opercular
sclaes.
Picture by Koerber, S.
Month

Plant

September

open

open Loaches, Suckermouth, Catfish,( Corydoras, Brochis, Plecos)

October

open

open Cichlids—substrate spawning (Angels, Kribs, Rams, etc.)

November

open

open Cyprinids (Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras,
White Clouds, etc.)

December

open

open No jar show due to Christmas Party.

January

open

open Guppies (Fancy, Trinadadian, etc.), Swordtails

February

open

open Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise Fish,

March

open

open Mollies, Platies

April

open

open Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars, etc.)

May

open

open Cichlids -mouthbrooding (Guentheri, Aulonacara, etc.)

June

none

none Due to awards night

London Aquaria Society
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Meet Molly, the fish that's 70,000 years old and hasn't had sex;
Survival mystery: Scientists have discovered that the Amazon molly can 'clone' itself

Daily Mail (London, England), The, April 23, 2008
Byline: Alexander Lawrie
findarticles.com/p/news-articles/daily-mail-london-england-the/mi_8002/is_2008_April_23/meet-molly-fish-70000years/ai_n38870492/

IT sounds like something out of science fiction - a female-only breed of fish that reproduces through
'self cloning'. But, Scottish researchers are now uncovering the secrets of one of nature's strangest quirks, the
Amazon molly fish.
The species, which is native to Mexico and the southern U.S., has survived for 70,000 years, with each
generation an exact replica of the one before. The Amazon molly reproduces through gynogenesis, meaning
that, although it mates with several other species, no DNA from the male enters the egg, which is only stimulated to develop by the presence of sperm.
Yet despite the risks involved in this form of reproduction - including mutation and premature death - the
species is still going strong. Now scientists at Edinburgh University are trying to find out how the Amazon
molly has continued to thrive for so long. It is thought the species gave up conventional sexual reproduction
more than 500,000 generations ago. But, according to conventional wisdom among evolutionary biologists,
gynogenesis fish species should become extinct in fewer than 100,000 generations.
They say that without the genetic reshuffling brought about by sexual reproduction, harmful mutations should simply accumulate over time, eventually causing the species to die out. Now the Edinburgh team
is trying to find out if the Amazon molly has resorted to some form of sexual 'cheating'. They believe that the
breed occasionally uses DNA taken from males to refresh the gene pool. Dr Laurence Lawrie, of the University's School of Biological Sciences, said yesterday: 'The Amazon molly must be employing tricks to avoid extinction. 'Maybe there is still occasional sex with strangers that helps keep the species alive. Future research
may give us some answers.' Scientists calculated the expected time to extinction for the fish based on modeling genetic changes over many thousands of generations.
The freshwater Amazon molly is able to reproduce from between one
and six months old and can typically produce between 60 and 100 young
every six months. The all-female Amazon molly mates with either common
molly, sailfin molly, Mexican molly or broad spotted molly males. In yet another odd quirk of nature, the male passes on its sperm through a highly
modified lower rear fin known asa gonopodium and mating takes place by
the two fish seemingly 'brushing together'. The Edinburgh-based study was
carried out in collaboration with the AustrianAcademy of Sciences and is
published in the journal BMC Evolutionary Biology.
'Using tricks to avoid extinction'
Congratulations Sabina
The other day, Stephen and I had to go to Aquarium Services and I noticed that Sabina was working so I went
over to chat with her for a while. Sabina is my favourite employee at Aquarium Services and it’s always so
nice to visit with her and this time she had some great news to tell me. It seems that our Sabina is getting
married. Congratulations my Darling, we all wish the two of you all the best.
Hugs, Lorraine
London Aquaria Society
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Cladophora aegagropila - Japanese Moss Ball, Lake ball
diszhal.info/english/plants/en_Cladophora_aegagropila.php
Scientific name: Cladophora aegagropila
Synonym: Conferva aegagropila, Cladophora sauteri
Common name: Japanese Moss Ball, Lake ball
Family: Cladophoraceae
Group: Aquarium plants
Max height: 10 cm (diameter), it can reach 30 cm in diameter.
Distribution: Europe; Island, Russia, England, Sweden, and Japan.
Habitat: In the shallow areas of the lakes.
Substrate: Rocky
Placement in aquarium: Middleground to foreground.
Planting density: 1 plant for 25 cm2
Lighting needs: Medium
Temperature: 15-27°C
pH: 6,2-8
Hardness: 12-30NK°
Description: This plant has become very popular over recent years in the aquarium hobby but sadly many
of the local areas that had colonies of these are disappearing. Lake balls
have a green velvet-like appearance. They are actually a form of green
algae and the inside of the ball is mainly soil or mud. These plants are non
-rooted mosses that are simply placed on the substrate. To produce fresh
plants from the mother plant, simply divide the ball into smaller pieces.
These will look irregular to start with but over a period of time they will
develop into a spherical shape again, you have to be patient with these
plants as they are slow growers. It has also been found that the growth
rate can be improved by mixing sea water with the lake water. In Japan Lake Akan is the most commonly
known lake containing Cladophora balls. Cladophora aegagrophila inhabits the bottom of lakes as flat pillows or floating balls and can be found in shallow water and, depending on the water movement, in water
up to 25 m deep. In a gentle stream, the balls roll back and forth
and in this way are illuminated equally on all sides. Cladophora
aegagrophila can survive very low temperatures; furthermore, it
tolerates salt levels of 5-6%. Extremely big and dense algae balls
become hollow due to the shortage of light and dying of the
thalli inside.
Killie Korner
By: Ray Suydam, reprinted from the Long Island Aquarium Society—Paradise
Press
Reprinted from the Motor City Aquarium Society
For those of you who collect fish eggs, I have a Hatching Solution Recipe that has worked very well for me
over the years. The fish eggs that I collect, must be water incubated and often, more than half the eggs
would develop fungus. My research on reducing the amount of eggs I was losing to fungus brought me to a
back issue of the Journal of The American Killifish Association. The suggested solution has worked so well
for me for Killie and Angelfish eggs; I wanted to share it with the membership.
To mix a gallon of solution, add: One gallon tap water
5 drops Aquari-sol
one teaspoon Kosher salt

10 drops Methylene blue
Shake well!

This recipe has worked very well for me and has helped reduce my fish egg losses. Happy Fish Keeping
London Aquaria Society
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C.A.O.A.C. Events Calendar
CAOAC generally holds its meetings on the dates shown below each year.
Third Sunday in January - Newsletter award nominations are due and club
memberships accepted.
Second Sunday in February - Recognition awards nominations are due.
Third Sunday in March - Awards Committee meeting precedes the Executive
Meeting.
Third Sunday in April - Annual Reports due.
Victoria Day Weekend in May - CAOAC Annual Convention and Annual General Meeting with Executive elections.
Fourth Sunday in June (avoids Fathers Day on the third Sunday) - Committee heads chosen.
Third Sunday in September - Budget day.
Third Sunday in October.
Third Sunday in November.
Second Sunday in December - Authors and Advanced Authors Awards nominations due - Membership applications due.
Occasionally dates may have to be moved. Please check this calendar often to be kept up-to-date. Dates in ORANGE
are official CAOAC meeting dates. Clubs are respectfully asked NOT to hold events on these dates.
January 17, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario. (Newsletter award nominations
are due)
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
February 13, 2010: Durham Regional Aquarium Society Annual Awards Dinner with special guest speaker Oliver
Lucanus.
February 14, 2010: Tropical Fish Club of Erie County. (AUCTION ONLY)
February 21, 2010 : CAOAC general and business meeting (CANCELLED) Awards submissions for the 2010 convention are due with CAOAC by this date.
March 7, 2010: Peel Regional Aquarium Club. (AUCTION ONLY)
cont’d on page 13

FOR SALE
120 gallon aquarium for sale.
The aquarium is 4 ft long x 2 ft
wide x 31" high with wooden
stand and glass top and fluorescent matching light. It sells for
1,200 dollars, the unit is 5 years
old and Roger is asking
$500.00. Firm.
Contact him
at:
koiman@execulink.com
or phone: 519-666-3995
London Aquaria Society

A Special Thank You
Hi everyone. Stephen had knee surgery on January
27, 2010 and everything went very well.
I would like to thank Sharon MacDonald for going up
to see Stephen twice and for bringing him a nice cup of coffee.
I would also like to thank Laurel, Bob, Karl, Annette
& Ron, for calling about Stephen to see how he was doing
and for Bob going to the hospital to visit him. We certainly
have been blessed with some very good friends.
Hugs, Lorraine
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C.A.O.A.C. Events Calendar
Cont’d from page 12
March 14, 2010: Hamilton & District Aquarium Society. (AUCTION ONLY).
Waterdown Legion. Waterdown, Ontario.
March 21, 2010: (Awards meeting begins at 9:00 a.m. (LOCATION WILL BE
ANNOUNCED CLOSER TO THIS DATE)
10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
March 28 2010: Brant Aquarium Society, (SHOW & AUCTION). Special Events Building, Paris Fairgrounds,
Paris, Ontario
April 11, 2010: Durham Region Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION) Aquatic Centre, Ajax, Ontario.
April 17, 2010:

Sarnia Aquarium Society. (AUCTION ONLY)

April 18, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
May 2, 2010: London Aquaria Society (ANNUAL AUCTION).
May 21 – 23, 2010: Canadian Association of Aquarium Clubs. 51st (ANNUAL CONVENTION) Sheridan College (Trafalgar Road Campus) Oakville, Ontario.
June 26, 2010: Sarnia Aquarium Society. Dinner & Guest Speaker 'Gary Lange' Rainbowfish.
June 27, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario (PRESIDENT'S BBQ)
September 18, 2010:

Sarnia Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION)

September 19, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
September 26, 2010: London Aquaria Society. (ANNUAL SHOW & AUCTION)
October 3, 2010: Hamilton & District Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION) Waterdown Legion, Waterdown,
Ontario.
October 17, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 p.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
(

October 24, 2010: Kitchener-Waterloo Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION)
October 31, 2010: St Catharines & Area Aquarium Society. (SHOW & AUCTION)
November 7, 2010: Peel Regional Aquarium Society. (AUCTION ONLY)
November 21, 2010: 10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 PM CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
December 12, 2010: (Christmas pot luck lunch following the executive meeting.) (Membership and Insurance applications are due.) (Author and Advanced Author applications are due.)
10:30 a.m. CAOAC Executive meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
12:00 a.m. CAOAC General meeting in Waterdown, Ontario.
London Aquaria Society
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COME AND SEE WHY BIG AL’S AQUARIUM SERVICES WAREHOUSE
OUTLETS IS CANADA’S LEADING
RETAILER FOR THE
10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH
SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS
SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD
HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES
AQUARIUMS FROM 20 TO 275 GALLONS
BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
WOODEN STANDS
EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS
BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

10% Discount
To London Aquaria Society
Members

London Aquaria Society
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